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C. One-page summaries of student projects 60

INTRODUCTION

Background
Like many cities that have declared a climate emergency, Toronto has accelerated its targets to significantly cut greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions, while also addressing the impacts of climate change. These commitments are articulated in the City’s
climate action strategy: TransformTO, which was unanimously approved by City Council in July 2017, and has been updated
several times since then. The plan includes a set of long-term, low-carbon goals and strategies to reduce local greenhouse gas
emissions and improve health, grow the economy, and improve social equity.
 
Achieving these targets will require "transformational changes in how we live, work, commute, and build” (TransformTO, 2019)
and a Herculean effort across the wide array of sectors, industries, and levels of government that shape Toronto’s urban
environment. Transformational change is understood here as deep, systemic, and sustainable changes with large-scale
impacts in a significant area of concern.

The Urban Climate Action Project (UCAP) brings the expertise and capacities of the University of Toronto (U of T) to the table by
strengthening a burgeoning partnership between the university and city to tackle the challenges of implementing
TransformTO. The vision for such a partnership is one of symbiosis whereby the unique capabilities of the university (e.g.,
students, faculty, research funding, campus infrastructure, etc.) are leveraged to help the City achieve its climate goals, while
university students - future generations of architects, planners, engineers, policy analysts, communications specialists, and so
forth- become better versed in sustainability thinking and climate action. This Toronto-based effort echoes efforts at the
national scale via the Urban Climate Action Network (UCAN), a research cluster of the pan- North America University Climate
Change Coalition (UC3) that is likewise focused on building city/university collaboratives for decisive climate action. As a UCAN
and UC3 member, we envision identifying and sharing best practices and lessons learned to support rapid scale-up of
implementation efforts. 
 
To realize UCAP’s vision, the UCAP Team at the University of Toronto (U of T) is undertaking multiple place-based, and
context-specific activities in collaboration with the City of Toronto and other civil society partners. One such effort, and the
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focus of this research project, is to harvest and share research findings drawn from U of T’s community engaged learning (CEL)
courses (Available on U of T’s database of sustainability projects).

Many of these projects, notably those produced by students in a sequence of living lab courses from 2016 to 2022, offered
through the Munk School of Global Affairs and Public Policy, focused on the City of Toronto’s climate action strategy. In 2022,
in one such course, GLA2029H, Sustainability in the World, a Living Lab Course, groups of 4 or 5 students acted as
researcher-consultants, meeting regularly with their “clients”, and undertaking research (e.g. jurisdictional, and environmental
scans) that identified low carbon and equity-based solutions (see Appendix B for 1-page summaries of GLA2029H projects and
other CEL courses reviewed) for advancing the TransformTO goals. The end products were 12 research reports containing rich
qualitative data, analysis, and sets of recommendations for the clients. 

In collaboration with SI Canada, and with the generous support of a Mitacs Accelerate Grant (2022), a Mitacs Intern / Research
Assistant (RA) (Kim Slater) harvested insights gleaned from GLA2029H research projects and other CEL course projects with
salience for advancing climate action in Toronto. Working with members of U of T’s research community, local government,
and civil society partners Dr. Slater evaluated the recommendations proposed by students to identify those with high potential
as real-world low carbon solutions. Finally, to help mobilize and translate knowledge from this body of student research, Dr.
SLater prepared one-page case studies for each report, shared findings in a published paper in the journal Buildings & Cities
and developed a communications plan for communicating findings with a variety of academic and practitioner audiences.

On Jan 16, 2023, the results of this work were then shared with colleagues from the City of Toronto, The Atmospheric Fund,
and Social Innovation Canada in the backcasting workshop that is the subject of this report.

The overall purpose of undertaking this project is to derive as much value as possible from student research in service of
advancing the TransformTO goals. By sharing solutions and learning across UCAN and SI Canada networks, the aim is to play a
role in building a community of practice for mainstreaming transformational climate action in urban centres across Canada
and beyond.

Project Objectives
1. Harvest and synthesize lessons and insights from community-engaged learning projects (e.g., GLA2029) to inform

potential “transformational climate actions” for the City, TAF and other partners to consider pursuing
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2. Support the engagement of current partners in reviewing and prioritizing transformation climate actions (e.g., via a
workshop and interviews)

3. Identify new partners (e.g., community members and industry representatives) in advancing solutions around the
priority climate actions

4. Work with all partners to determine what’s feasible and contribute to the co-design plans, events, strategies, and
funding proposals for advancing low carbon interventions, as well as research projects for the 2023 GLA2029 student
cohort

5. Develop a communications plan for sharing insights and high-impact climate actions across SI, U of T and partners’
platforms  and publications, to reach diverse local, national, and international audiences.

Research questions
1. What collective insights might be drawn from student research undertaken through U of T’s community engaged

learning courses, particularly on behalf of “clients” at the City and TAF, over the past six years?
2. Which of the recommendations and ideas proposed have the greatest potential for realizing the City’s climate action

goals, notably those articulated through TransformTO?
3. How might a backcasting approach enable exploration and steps to prototype high-potential ideas?
4. How might knowledge be mobilized and translated through a communications plan and communications products

targeting key audiences?
5. What are the next steps to disseminate and amplify findings, notably who should be engaged next?

●
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METHODOLOGY

Overview of CEL courses sampled

UCAP is an initiative of The President’s Advisory Committee on the Environment, Climate Change, and Sustainability (CECCS).
CECCS was created in 2017 with the following overall goals: to make sustainability a key component of the University of
Toronto (U of T) identity, to achieve international leadership in the integration of operational and academic sustainability, and
to coordinate disparate sustainability activities across the three campuses. A continuing partnership with the Centre for
Community Partnerships has helped to incorporate sustainability in community-engaged learning (CEL) courses. Projects
reviewed here were drawn from the following CEL courses (note author details are contained therein):

▪ 12 GLA2029 projects (2022)
o Understanding the Social Equity Implications of Decarbonization in Existing Buildings
o Neighbourhood & Community-Led Solutions to Building Retrofitting 
o Innovative Retrofit Programs Jurisdictional Scan
o Understanding the Qualitative and Quantitative Benefits of the City's PollinateTO Community Grants

Program
o Investigating Incentives and Disincentives in the Transition to Zero Emission Vehicles in Toronto
o Scaling and Delivering Climate Solutions 
o Communicating Transformational Change
o Sustainable Procurement
o Zero Emissions Construction Product and Knowledge Gaps
o Integration of Climate in Asset Management Processes 
o Jurisdictional Scan of Retrofit Initiatives
o Indoor Health Co-Benefit of Building Retrofit Projects

▪ 17 GLA2000Y (2016-2022)
o TransformTO: Green Infrastructure
o TransformTO: 100% Renewable Energy in Cities
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o Switching the Current: Incentivizing EV Adoption
o Consumption-based Emissions Inventory for Toronto
o Energy Efficiency, Conservation, and Sustainability for Toronto Buildings
o Financing Low Carbon Resilience Options for Toronto
o Diverting Textiles from Toronto's Waste and Garbage Streams
o Exploring Carbon Pricing for Toronto Projects and Initiatives
o Energy Systems Integration: A Review and

Analysis of District Energy for Ontario
o Divestment and the City: How 8 Global Cities Reacted and How Toronto Could Implement a Divestment

Decision
o Valuing Climate Resilience in Ontario's Electrical Grid
o Sustainable Commuting:

Workplace Supports
o Dedicated Financing Mechanisms for Climate Action
o Conceptualizing a

Toronto Green Bank
o Understanding the Impact of Sustainable Finance on Ontario's Energy Sector
o Recommendations for a Home Energy Rating and Disclosure (HERD) Program for Toronto
o Decarbonization through Electrification: A Business Case for Air-Source Heat Pumps

▪ 3 GLA2000H (2021)
o Cracking the Cleantech Adoption Barrier for Cities & Communities
o Coordination: Climate Policy in Ontario
o Applications of Hydrogen in Support of TransformTO

▪ 4 EESC34H3 (2020)
o Environmental Sustainability Evaluation of Electronic Waste Management in Toronto, Ontario
o Solar and Storage Solutions for Three Building Archetypes in the City of Toronto
o Improving the Urban Agriculture Landscape in Toronto
o Assessment of the Management Plan at Rouge National Urban Park
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▪ 3 MIE490Y1/491Y1
o Power Response: Using Renewable Energy in Disaster Response
o Desert to Oasis - Rainwater-Harvesting Tank Optimized
o Decision Support System for Weather Stations’ Operation Plan

▪ 1 RSM417
o Decarbonizing Cities Through the Use of Private Investments in Micro Mobility

40 Total

Of these, 35 had the highest relevance to the acceleration of TransformTO and lent themselves to the creation of one-page
summaries (see appendix). The following, while reviewed, were not developed into one-page summaries: Assessment of the
Management Plan at Rouge National Urban Park; Power Response: Using Renewable Energy in Disaster Response; Desert to
Oasis - Rainwater-Harvesting Tank Optimized; Decision Support System for Weather Stations’ Operation Plan and
Decarbonizing Cities Through the Use of Private Investments in Micro Mobility

Document analysis to synthesize findings

Over eight months (June 2022- Jan 2023), Dr. Slaterundertook a document analysis to summarize and synthesize findings of
the 40 CEL research reports. Through this process, she identified jurisdictions most frequently scanned, commonly
recommended climate interventions /action, bundled components of transformative climate action, as well as common
obstacles and opportunities for action. She also identified apparent gaps and suggestions for a future research agenda for
future CEL student cohorts and the broader research community.

Evaluation

To initiate a process of identifying recommended actions / interventions with a seemingly high degree of potential for realizing
the City’s climate goals, Dr. Slater devised an evaluation framework drawn from the evaluation literature and common
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approaches for measuring transformative change, as well as a prior evaluation framework she developed with peers for
evaluating the contributions of small-scale climate action interventions for sustainability transitions.

Framework

▪ Feasibility
o Can the recommended action/intervention be implemented with available resources, time, training, and

materials?

▪ Support/Validity/Relevance
o Do key actors view the recommended action/intervention as relevant, appropriate, fair, and potentially effective?

▪ Successful Cases
o Is there evidence of the intervention producing /deep / wide / durable changes in other contexts?

▪ Co-benefits/SDGs
o Do the actions tackle multiple issues, co-benefits, SDGs, and interrelated systems? (“full cost accounting” and

“complex systems framing”)

▪ Adaptability
o Is there sufficient flexibility built into intervention procedures to accommodate diverse needs and learning, while

being nimble in the context of complexity /uncertainty? Are proposed recommendations applicable across
multiple domains /emissions producing sectors? (“DEI” and “adaptive sustainability”)

▪ Scalable / Potential Impact
o Is there evidence that the proposed intervention can be scaled out /up / deep? (“transformation fidelity”

“interconnectedness momentum”)
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High-Potential Recommendations

The result of that evaluation was a set of 10 recommended actions or interventions, three of which the UCAP team felt were
particularly promising (marked with an asterisk), that were then presented to partners at the City, TAF and SI Canada in a
three- hour workshop (Jan.16, 2023):

▪ One stop shop*
o An information hub for all climate action programs in the city.
o Could include user-centered decision-trees, pathways, and a concierge service to help users navigate and access

rebates, grants, and related goods and services.
o A gateway to incentive packages that include financial benefits/ subsidies + convenience incentives (e.g., free, or

subsidized installation of a heat pump).

▪ Equity-focused training program for contractors*
o An equity-focused program for contractors that includes skills and ambassador training (e.g., re: types of heat

pumps on the market, how to install, and information on rebates to share with clients)
o Supported through public-private or quadruple helix partnerships (E.g., City / TAF/ Unions / Building industries /

TCBN / Humber / U of T).

▪ Municipal green finance*
o Develop and pilot a range of financial products to support green infrastructure, as well as equity-targeted

lending and granting schemes supporting lower income folks in retrofitting their dwellings.

▪ Net zero retrofit passports, roadmaps, tech primers
o Mandate or incentivize owners to conducting energy audits and tune-ups
o Documents stay with building and inform the resale value

▪ Bulk purchasing program with fast-tracking of permits
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o Wholesale pricing of a large quantity of heat pumps, EV bikes
o Supported through a public-private partnership

▪ EV sharing economy venture
o Launch peer-to-peer platform to allow EV drivers to sell the use of their at-home charging stations to the public

on a per charge basis.

▪ Parking cash out and commuter benefits laws
o Offer incentives to businesses to convert parking spots to support low emissions vehicle (LEV) / secure bike

storage and provide commuter benefits (e.g., free / discounted transit passes) to employees

▪ Social equity indicators and evaluation embedded in all climate programs
o Creation of a citizen advisory committee to oversee results and recommend changes

▪ Broaden and strengthen data ecosystems for better decision-making
o Bring together diverse datasets to better understand synergies and trade-offs, and inform communication

strategies that build awareness
o Set up data sharing agreements for interagency data sharing

▪ Legal and organizing strategies inducing stronger regulations by Province
o EG Building Code, broaden grid electrification, phase out natural gas

Workshop

On Monday January 16, 2023, the UCAP team hosted a hybrid (in-person and virtual) workshop of representatives from SI
Canada, the Environment and Climate Division (ECD) of the City of Toronto, and The Atmospheric Fund (TAF) at the University
of Toronto. A total of seven people participated. See list of participants in Appendix C.
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Objectives

▪ Inform participants (City staff, SI Canada) of Mitacs project and progress

▪ Review actions & recommendations drawn from student projects

▪ Choose top priority actions and recommendations

▪ Guide participants through a backcasting exercise to determine how one of those actions / recommendations could
best be implemented

▪ Evaluate this approach to exploring implementation issues

▪ Identify next steps, and additional actions to pursue this agenda

Process (See Appendix A for Facilitators’ Agenda detailing the proceedings)

▪ Dr. Slatershared a workshop brief with participants prior to the
workshop. The brief contained project objectives, progress, top
recommendations, and a subset of representative student work.

▪ The workshop opened with a PowerPoint presentation providing an
overview of the project and backcasting approach

▪ Participants discussed the list of 10 recommended actions, and
explored opportunities for tweaking, combining and/or adding ideas.
Each participant voted on their preferred idea(s), and one was selected
for the backcasting exercise: Financial mechanisms that embed social equity programming and indicators.

▪ Participants were guided through a backcasting exercise whereby
they were invited to:

o Paint a picture of the future (2040) contemplating external
factors (e.g., political, economic, social, technological,
environmental, and legal- PESTEL) and a fully operational and
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effective social-equity focused green bank contributing to the realization of the TransformTO goals.
o Explore how to realize that future, identifying essential steps along the way.
o Conversation was captured by Kim on a Miro board.

Discussion

Rationale for selecting intervention- a municipal bank embedding social equity programming and indicators

▪ While there was general support for all three of the top ranked recommended ideas / actions (“interventions”),
ultimately participants selected the idea they felt had the greatest potential for advancing social equity, while
aggregating and accelerating climate action at scale.

Backcasting Session #1: Paint a picture

▪ Future goal: Innovative Financing System with Social Equity indicators deeply embedded
o Communities most vulnerable to climate impacts in Toronto are benefiting financially and socially from

investments in climate action. What climate is shaped by those goals...what kind of future would work for
vulnerable communities (that has climate action built in that fits their aspiration)?

o Normalize what now seems risky
o Financing innovation that changes the rules of the game
o Need a systems-perspective
o Need large financial institutions to invest in small / local OR find ways of aggregating smaller projects...or create

intermediary orgs to help...need to be organizing
o Getting stuck - a public bank is a tactic/ tool

▪ Big Questions:
o how do we invest in a more equitable future?
o Infrastructure bank: can't find projects to finance AND banks still invest in fossil fuels...how to de-risk /

re-incentivize right action?
o How to overcome the (perceived) barrier of risk?
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o What's the criteria for success? Money doesn't flow.

▪ Potential Obstacles:
o Feds struggle to think at municipal scale
o A lot of work needed to make an innovation "financeable" There's a need to make investments investment-ready

▪ Potential Opportunities
o 500 b non-profit fund...most interesting. For profit (40 years affordable) CHMC only needs 10...something around

impact...impact / outcomes financing. Valuing impact. Money is about returning social environmental value to
society. Toronto doesn't need much money to make money

o What about green equity bonds for individuals?
o Need to seed levy and then scale

Backcasting Session#2: How do we get there?
5 key things for getting there:

1. Look at demand side (more important than supply side: sources / availability of capital); need to make investments
ready to receive funding (as fossil fuel investments typically are), to de-risk and normalize equity-based climate
investments (other side of the coin would be to make fossil investments riskier)
2. Find ways to scale and aggregating smaller initiatives; CIB has had trouble getting money out the door: it operates at
the wrong scale for municipal climate action: there is a need for municipal-scale funding systems and programs
3. Allow for public availability fund
4. Recognize that not everything should be seen as an investment, requiring a return, some things are simply part of
government expenditures, which are financed by taxes ; an example would be a large government program to install
heat pumps;
5. Need continual assessment of who benefits from policies and programs? In principle, there should be an equity
return that goes to communities (wealth to community)-> shift power to

Enablers:
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1. Narratives:
o Communicate - no you won't freeze to death in the winter, stranded on the highway with an EV
o Communication actions: eg. with respect to Feed in tariffs (FITs) - narrative really spun negatively...rather than an

investment in the future. Need to better tell the story of the benefits. Best to think in advance of policy driven
opportunities...need mechanisms for creating community wealth. Understand the barriers for getting financially
involved.

o Objective around which a narrative gets formed: EG Community-scale energy systems better than Feed In
Tariff...need stories that appeal to people

o Crucial implementation piece= constructing narratives that bring people together (neighbourhood and city
scale)...of what doing these 4 things would look like and play out in their lives

o Compelling narrative - we can invest now and create wealth. Strengthen community resilience to climate impacts
- specifically around power outages. Save our neighbours during power outages.

o Transition is going to be a lot of work. Market transformation will have some bumps and require adaptations
and learning...need tenacity to persevere...political commitment

o Pay attention to resident concerns. Noisy heat pumps, etc. These are real issues for people. Need to be dealt
with + push through. Narrative -> climate is changing, and this is needed.

o How to counter residents appropriating environmental narratives. Multi-community to research project to
address concerns

o (green financing for] Affordable housing narrative offers a frame for a narrative around these issues...

2. Social Capital: Partnerships, Multi-sectoral Collaborations
o Building the social capital necessary to enact change
o SI Canada community labs: 2 different stages of innovation (local pilot + scale). Different type of entity/ dual

prong approach
o Building relationships + institutional innovation
o GTHA- United Way Purpose Financing- working in these realms- Sandra
o TCBN model worth exploring: community benefits agreements
o There is a feasible community energy system scheme arising in St. Jamestown - great opportunity
o Building community wealth in St. Jamestown ...connect with key players 
o Leadership piece to engage mutual funds -> they have a lot of data > how to cut through data smog? Insurance
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3. New evaluative measures
o Need to change our measuring sticks (e.g., climate leaders should reflect community diversity)
o The way we measure climate actions need to make visible new kinds of leadership and community capacity
o What are the signposts?
o Need additional indicators to capture things like community capacity
o Criteria: what is the appetite / possibilities for success? Look at whole system interactions...Need to recognize

assumptions and orthodoxies...criteria for investment that weaves PESTEL

4. Other - Complementary policy bits and pieces and tools (e.g., social and spatial mapping)

Considerations and Questions
o City is costing out impacts of different climate scenarios on city infrastructure / and response (operational)
o We might align some of this work with the new federal Retrofit Accelerator program - intermediaries to accelerate

retrofit of affordable housing
o Investing a mid-term or future impact? Refer to Impact Canada work -> what happens if we do an upstream

intervention-> what's it going to cost if we "DON'T do it? Climate action is getting more expensive...Retrofits you can link
revenue source with impact

o Existing green bonds do try to convey social benefits as well as climate....(e.g., investment in libraries-> warming
spaces)ESG = risk reduction NOT impact

o Where do we need municipal green finance?
o What role should CAG be doing?  Redo exercise _> how do we connect to challenges of today?
o Where are the fleshy areas where we can drive equity + climate?
o People don't get excited about things they can't see-> retrofits? What would be very tangible, applied, tactical? Solar

rooftops
o so much to be worked out there. For example, housing that provides a suite of services. E.gA community housing

provider I'm aware of has about 100 residential properties - how do you finance upgrades to these properties that
achieves the following aims: resilience, cost savings, communicates the benefits?

Models + Multi-solving Ideas
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o Raven- transitioning housing on reserve to heat pumps...driver of community wealth Toronto Community Housing
Models are a great place to start. Subsidize the transition for low income

o 20-year commitment re: SolarShare helped to de-risk?
o Affordable housing in areas where new immigrants are residing...NIA great opportunity for helping vulnerable pop and

community wealth by energy system backup and job benefits. Imagine if we had a community bond for ESG interested
investors would invest in buying community energy system in NIA half of equity would be reinvested into community

o We could be ganging up distributed energy resilience, back-up power, and EV capacity in vulnerable neighbourhoods.
o Back-up energy benefit - energy resilience - for vulnerable populations is a great theme
o Should think about internet back up as a resilience piece too
o Model: a community bond, invested through a philanthropic org. goes to equity investments in the community, for

vulnerable, climate, resilience, etc.
o System nudges
o Investment vehicle needed

Next steps
o Need a stakeholder map and their roles in enabling or implementing intervention (scenario underneath it) and

description of how it's going to impact people
o Create "How might we statements..." for each stakeholder
o Another workshop?
o Development of narratives to enable new financial mechanisms
o Strengthening / expanding social capital and partnerships work with other actors / researchers / practitioners working

on community wealth and in related areas

FINDINGS

In reviewing the 40 student research projects, many of which were informed by the City and TAF’s research questions and needs,
several themes as well as gaps emerged that are briefly synthesized below.

Jurisdictional Leaders and Most Frequently Scanned:
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While the research projects covered an array of topics such as building retrofits, commuting, and procurement to name a few, many
of the same jurisdictions were repeatedly referenced as leading or piloting novel climate solutions in those areas. While this perhaps
reflects a prior knowledge bias of the instructor and “clients” at the City and TAF (i.e., jurisdictions that were frequently scanned may
have been suggested to students by the instructor or “clients”), the following list of frequently scanned jurisdictions also suggests
that some cities are indeed advancing bold climate action across the board.

● Vancouver, BC
● New York City, NY
● San Francisco, CA
● London, UK
● Seattle, WA

● Copenhagen, DK
● Washington, DC
● Oslo, NO
● Paris, FR

The papers spoke to how these jurisdictions were able to advance climate solutions and reduce emissions through such approaches
as adding a climate lens to municipal plans and budgeting processes, reframing their role or adopting new roles (e.g., as lenders in
novel green municipal bank structures, or as buyers with the power to shape and nudge markets), engaging and partnering with
community and private sector actors (i.e., to achieve buy-in and enhance capacity and access to resources), and by embedding data
collection and evaluation approaches for better decision-making. Consistently, leading jurisdictions demonstrated strong political
will, a willingness to spend where needed, and an ability to integrate climate solutions in municipal functions regarding land use,
community development, and infrastructure upgrades and maintenance.

PESTLE Contextual Factors Shaping Climate Action

Despite the diversity of jurisdictions scanned around the globe, similar political-economic-social-technological-legal-environment
(PESTLE) contextual factors were cited by students as significantly shaping the propensity and effectiveness of urban climate action
initiated by local governments; either constraining them or enabling them (individually or in combination). Such factors may exist
largely outside the purview of a local government or be factors over which a local government has some influence.

Political Economic Social Technological Legal Environmental
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● Terms of
office

● Current and
● future

regulations
and policies

● Jurisdictional
scope

● Other
regulatory
bodies

● Other
(competing)
priorities

● Rise of
populism

● Wars and
conflicts

● Lobbying /
advocacy
groups

● Supply chains
Overseas’
economies

● Price of
energy /
commodities

● Availability of
funding and
grants
Budgets,
incentives,
taxes, rebates

● International
and domestic
trade

● Skilled labour
● Specific

industry
factors

● Lifestyle
trends

● Demographic
s

● Consumer
attitudes

● Media
portrayals

● NIMBYISM
● Cultural

attitudes,
values, beliefs
to climate
action

● Understandin
g/ awareness
of climate
smart options

● Convenience
factors

● Behaviours,
norms

● Availability of
(affordable)
low carbon
technologies

● Rate of
technology
change

● Spending on
research and
development

● State of
infrastructure

● Technology
legislation

● Date
integration
and role in
decision-maki
ng

● Consumer
protection

● Health and
safety laws

● Privacy and
data
protection
laws limit
data sharing
between
agencies

● Employ-ment
laws

● Legal cases
(class action
climate suits)

● Ethics

● Weather and
climate
impacts on
global supply
chains

● Increasing
frequency
and intensity
of climate
events- risks
and
opportunities

● Availability of
raw materials

● Waste /
pollution
management

● Environmenta
l regulations

● Cumulative
effects

● Carrying
capacity

Obstacles

The most prevalent obstacle for deeper / accelerated climate action in Toronto according to this collection of papers is the
absence of more stringent provincial and federal mandates for climate action, notably with respect to the building code, EV
registration, and natural gas in the provincial energy grid. Limited jurisdictional scope is a related barrier that many papers
referenced, as is local government actors’ understanding of what they can and cannot do. Capital-intensive actions such as
district energy systems, retrofit incentive programs, renewable energy systems, and upgrading and expanding transit
infrastructure require significant pools of funding, without which the City is extremely hampered in implementing the
necessary actions for meeting TransformTO’s ambitious emission reduction targets and avoiding the most severe impacts of
climate change. While still in use by many of the jurisdictions scanned, the papers demonstrated that the primary financing
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tools used for climate mitigation are insufficient to overcome capital barriers and achieve deep and widespread emission
reductions. While grant-based funding programs have been essential in the piloting and early phases of action, they are
inherently selective in the types of projects funded and are limited in the amount of funding available. Other common tools
such as user fees, property taxes and development charges are politically sensitive and often require other crucial services —
which again means funds are limited. Limited risk acceptability has been another key constraint for municipalities.
Furthermore, incentive programs that are repeatedly introduced and removed can suffer from funding uncertainty and
instability and can be confusing for residents to navigate. What is needed, instead, are stable, scalable solutions that help local
governments deliver the initiatives required to meet national and international targets. Indeed overall, the cost of low carbon
approaches and technologies still remains a key barrier. In the context of a four-year term in office and juggling competing
priorities, the public opposition to large investments or unpopular climate actions (e.g., density, low emission car or
pedestrian-only zones, bike lanes) can constitute a serious barrier. Internal capacity, a lack of staff time and resources within
the City, are additional barriers. Nascent or underdeveloped markets lacking in skilled labour and robust supply chains,
notably around air source heat pumps and materials recycling / recovery, are other impediments to advancing climate action
in Toronto. Uncertainty and a lack of data also inhibit smart climate decisions and can arise from a lack of communication and
coordination between government agencies, in turn reducing the transparency of communication between government and
the public. The dearth of a strong equity-lens on processes and outcomes of city-led climate interventions is another serious
concern. Cultural norms (e.g., pursuit of a single-family suburban home, car culture, dwelling temperature and sense of
comfort, consumerism, and waste practices) may seriously constrain climate action. Finally, the need for systems change, and
the complexity and magnitude it entails, poses significant challenges to meeting the TransformTO targets.

Opportunities

Despite the barriers, opportunities for advancing bold climate action exist. New low carbon technologies like EV vehicles and
heat pumps present exciting avenues to reduce emissions, albeit requiring investment, supportive infrastructure, and broad
uptake by the public to fully realize their potential. Other opportunities students mentioned include advantageous moments –
like when there is political will at multiple levels of government to advance a bold climate agenda- or tailwinds – like mounting
public support for climate initiatives, partnerships, synergies with other community priorities or new federal or provincial
grants- that can increase the political feasibility of climate initiatives. Inflation and the rising price of carbon, mean the cost of
inaction is growing, and is another compelling force for swift and decisive action. In the private sector, efforts to quantify
climate risk (and requirements to disclose said risk) are on the rise, as are business cases and demonstrated successes of
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climate initiatives that produce profitable returns. Together, these factors are shaping investment decisions and corporate
responsibility in ways that are carving new opportunities for financing and scaling climate solutions. The availability of political,
social, and/or economic capital, along with new technologies, legal frameworks and public readiness/appetite for climate
solutions present opportunities for advancing climate solutions that Toronto should seek out and take advantage of wherever
possible. Finally, Toronto should take advantage of lessons learned by other cities, and adopt the policies, strategies and
tactics that would be most effective in the local context.

Recommended Climate Actions (Interventions / Initiatives)

The students’ recommended climate interventions feature
creative ways of overcoming the barriers and leveraging
the opportunities mentioned above. Initiatives commonly
recommended are discussed below, followed by a
cross-cutting synthesis of their characteristics.

The student papers suggest that municipalities across the
globe are turning to very similar policy instruments and
financial tools to promote EV uptake, retrofits, waste
diversion and many other climate initiatives. Many involve
financial incentives with upfront f incentives deemed more
effective than back-end ones. Other kinds of incentives,
such as fast-tracked development permit processing for
green buildings, free / priority parking spots for EVs are
increasingly being used to increase the appeal of adopting low carbon approaches. The creation of comprehensive incentive
bundles, made available through a one-stop shop approach for instance, is showing promise, but only when they are well
communicated and cross promoted. Otherwise suites of uncoordinated incentives (e.g., retrofit rebates) can be confusing and
cause cognitive overload in potential users. Other suggested approaches for building awareness in target audiences and
harmonizing climate initiatives include retrofit passports and tech primers that help residents and industry folks navigate and
advance climate solutions respectively.
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Many papers identified opportunities for municipalities to take advantage of private and community investment in climate
action initiatives, as well as new mechanisms for financing and ultimately scaling up climate action (e.g., through local
improvement charges, energy performance contracts, green and ESG focused bonds, green revolving funds/ revolving loan
funds, bulk purchasing / leveraging group purchasing power). Operationalizing such mechanisms through the creation of a
green municipal bank is a solution that shows a great deal of promise. Working with citizen groups, financing institutions,
utilities, industry and other governments and municipalities, which may take the form of citizen advisory committees,
public-private partnerships or quadruple helix partnerships, was repeatedly mentioned as essential for establishing or
facilitating the development of such mechanisms, for applying a social equity-lens to ensure the benefits and costs of such
mechanisms are equitable and for overcoming resource and capacity limitations to scale up climate action and achieve the
deep emission reductions necessary to meet TransformTO targets. Such multi-sectoral collaborations and partnerships
require time, care and relationship and trust building to function well, and ultimately take advantage of funding and
innovation opportunities that may emerge down the road. Alliances with community organizations, and by extension their
constituents, can build up the social and political capital needed to pass difficult climate-friendly policies and programs.
Finding ways of working with higher levels of government, and the kinds of organizing and legal strategies that are effective for
influencing the Provincial government in particular to pass stronger climate regulations is an important facet of many
recommended actions. Finally, communicating with and engaging key stakeholders, notably in the private sector, is essential
for alerting them to coming changes (e.g., moving from voluntary to mandatory building requirements) and giving them an
opportunity to prepare and adapt. Partnering with industry by helping them incentivize low carbon mobility use by employees
or supporting EV sharing ventures was suggested in multiple papers, Nudging markets through cautious involvement, for
instance by supporting or contributing to skills development and training of a low carbon workforce, were also suggested
avenues for Toronto to explore. Training programs (e.g., trades) are a way of addressing labour shortages, creating a force of
ambassadors for communicating climate and realizing co-benefits, particularly when they centre equity in their design.

Finally, many papers spoke to the importance of data driven decision-making and the powerful role that evaluation can play in
shaping improvements to climate programs and initiatives. The importance of evaluation for illuminating/quantifying the value
of co-benefits and advancing social equity was repeatedly mentioned.

Characteristics of Effective and Scalable Climate Actions
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Many of the most promising climate interventions discussed in the research papers share common characteristics. Through
conversation generated at the Jan. 16th workshop, additional characteristics were identified which are deemed important for
scaling in particular. To address multiple barriers, be cost effective, have potential for scale-up, and address the systems
dimensions of urban climate challenges, recommended actions tend to have the characteristics discussed below.

As discussed at the workshop, it’s vital that interventions target the right problem. An investment into a one-stop-shop for
helping homeowners retrofit their homes, while showing promise for tackling many of the convenience and information
barriers they face, may not be as effective a solution as local government spending what it takes to retrofit all homes (treating
the challenge as an infrastructure spending issue rather than a behaviour change issue). Spending time on framing challenges,
and exploring alternative pathways and solutions is an important exercise for decision-makers to undertake early on to
maximize potential of a given intervention to solve the challenge at hand.

Integrated climate actions strive to realize mitigation and adaptation climate priorities (i.e., low carbon resilience), as well as
co-benefits (e.g., for human health and wellbeing, livelihoods, and/or affordability) are appealing to broad swaths of the
community and address multiple priorities at once. Community energy projects and community wealth projects are a couple
of examples of integrated approaches suggested.

Multi-pronged and multi-solving solutions address multiple barriers at once ideally through a single investment. The one stop
shop with concierge service is an example of a multi-pronged solution.

Partnerships were a common characteristic of many proposed interventions, featuring multi-actor, multi-sectoral, and
multi-level government collaborations that bring sufficient resources and cost sharing, knowledge, and ideas to the solutions
table and overcome departmental and sectoral siloes that prevent systems change.

Social equity is a fundamental tenet of climate action and was the focus of several papers. Equity-focused solutions entail
authentic engagement, decision-making mechanisms and targeted approaches that include and center the needs of
vulnerable communities and equity-denied individuals

Regardless of the specific intervention recommended, it must be clearly communicated to all parties involved or affected.
Embedding values-based messaging and the value of climate action (i.e., speak to co-benefits) are important strategies for
connecting with target audiences
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Many students identified the need for data-driven and evaluation-informed approaches to decision-making and climate
action. Evaluation that fosters learning is needed and is essential for streamlining and improving current climate action
programs and for assessing their address of equity (e.g., there is a need for social equity indicators)

Apparent Gaps

While this group of papers is by no means exhaustive, some gaps are apparent that might suggest a future research agenda
for the CEL classes to cover.

While the emissions producing sectors of buildings, transportation, and energy are well covered, there is relatively less
coverage of how to reduce emissions in the waste sector. Given the openness of the City’s circular economy waste target,
there could be a need for student research on appropriate targets and indicators for advancing circular economy, as well as
strategies for increasing waste diversion. Some of the on-campus research on waste reduction and diversion might be highly
applicable.

While social equity was a prominent theme across this corpus of papers, BIPOC-led solutions were conspicuously absent. This
suggests a need for further research and perhaps a stronger intersectional lens.

While partnerships figured prominently in these papers, there was a notable absence of how to initiate and sustain effective
partnerships, particularly when partners come from different disciplinary and lived backgrounds. More work on partnership
approaches, perhaps drawing from some of the learning of Partnership Brokers would be valuable.

Relatedly, some work on the kinds of lobbying strategies that are effective in influencing higher levels of government would be
worthy of some investigation.
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NEXT STEPS

Communicating Findings and Accelerating Action

Based on the research findings and input from partners, Dr. Slater developed communications products for translating and
mobilizing knowledge with a variety of academic and non-academic audiences. These products included:

o A peer-reviewed research paper co-produced with City of Toronto staff in the Environment and Climate Division (ECD)
and published in the journal Buildings & Cities. Communication suitable for academic audiences.

o Forty one-page report summaries, distilling key insights and recommendations, for each of the projects.
Communication suitable for professionals / practitioners

o Two case studies based on the one stop shop idea and the community wealth idea explored in the workshop. Ready for
publication on channels like Canadian Climate Institute

o A communications plan containing “how might we” statements and messages for target audiences to support next
engagement steps and this project’s objectives.

Communications Plan

The following is a simple plan and step-by-step process for communicating the findings of this project.

1. Define goals and objectives: The identification of a clear set of communications goals and objectives are a first step in
developing a communications strategy and are needed to determine who the target audiences are, what the messages
are and how to best reach them. A communications goal and set of objectives for this project might be:

Goal: To help accelerate implementation of TransformTO, and urban climate action generally, by
communicating student CEL findings that inform and prompt action by key stakeholders and contribute to a
research agenda that advances climate action.
Objective 1: To inform City of Toronto staff (in ECD and Planning) of successful climate interventions and
lessons learned in leading jurisdictions; to provide feedback on the City’s existing interventions and
opportunities for improvement; and through a variety of analytical approaches, provide valuable input to the
City regarding climate interventions it may be considering.
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Objective 2: To translate and mobilize knowledge between multi-sectoral actors (e.g., private sector actors in
the building, energy and waste sectors, civil society leaders advocating for progressive climate action) in order
to bridge and leverage diverse understandings and approaches for advancing climate interventions, and in the
process, seed possible collaborations.
Objective 3: To communicate findings with partners and their networks, as well as the research community, to
inspire climate action that integrates Toronto’s learnings

2. Define and understand audiences: this step focuses on clearly defining the target audiences derived from the
objectives defined in Step 1. This step includes developing personas for each audience, identifying their needs/desires,
typical activities, challenges and expectations, and day-to-day decisions (see Table 1, also see list of groups to engage).

Target audiences for this project are Partners (SI Canada, City staff and TAF) who have been well engaged
throughout. Secondary audiences to be engaged next are:

1. the City of Toronto (council and additional staff)
2. Private Sector and Civil Society Actors in Toronto deeply invested in implementation of climate interventions
3. Members of the research community who are interested in taking up and sharing learnings from this project

and seeding opportunities for greater implementation of urban climate actions in Toronto and beyond.
4. Climate champions (residents and grassroots organizations)

3. Develop and test key messages and frames: this step focuses on determining what might
motivate target audiences toward achieving the objectives determined in Step 1. General principles for compelling and
effective messages are that they are simple, unexpected, concrete, credible, emotional, and often tell a story. The
language, format and channels used should be those used by the target audience. For example, if the goal of the City is
to encourage private sector actors to explore opportunities for investing in a heat pump market, the City should adopt
the language and communication style of industry (i.e., succinct and uses industry-specific terms) and disperse
messages via channels used by industry (e.g., dedicated meetings of industry leaders, presentations at professional
association conferences, community of practice webinars, industry magazines and newsletters). Messages relayed
must resonate with industry actors, be both easily accessible and readily available, and communicate clear policy
signals and opportunities afforded by the City. The use of negative or positive framing will also have to be weighed
against one another to determine an appropriate strategy.
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4. Develop a Timeline: this might include a timeline of critical milestones in achieving TransformTO goals and supportive
interventions identified here, with messaging developed to support each milestone. Those groups with key roles to
play in rolling out interventions (investors, industry actors, et al) should be engaged early on (advisory groups) and
help test the messaging to ensure it is effective.

5. Identify channels: this step involves determining the appropriate channels of conducting communication over a
broad range of platforms. For example, communications over the City of Toronto website could be useful for
requesting feedback on potential policy options or reduction strategies informed by this project. However, alternative
platforms (e.g., social media, backcasting workshops, fireside chats) may be more appropriate for different purposes.

6. Select methods and trusted messengers: the City of Toronto should identify and work with trusted messengers to
share findings from this project and explore how they might be further amplified and support concrete actions.

Table 1 – Target Audiences, Personas, Messages, Channels

Target Audience Personas
Key characteristics of audiences that

messaging should address

Messages Channels

City council and staff
(beyond ECD)

Activities: passing and enforcing policy
decisions and managing city
infrastructure affecting the lives of all
residents. Responding to constituents
and higher levels of government

Needs: tried and tested, cost effective,
political palatable solutions, for which
public buy-in is relatively easy to get and
realize multiple co-benefits at once;
enhanced capacity and legitimacy borne
of partnerships; enabling Provincial and
Federal legislation.

Don’t underestimate the cost of inaction on
climate change. The time to take swift and
decisive action is now.

Leaders in other jurisdictions are acting and
making change- there are ample demonstrated
successes and lessons learned to build local cases
of support

Not everything is an investment; some things are
a spend (infrastructure and roads).

Regulatory change is the most significant enabler
of climate action, but industry needs time to

▪ Peer to peer
conferences (Ontario
Big City Mayors, Mayors
Caucus)

▪ Advisory meetings

▪ Backcasting and design
workshops

▪ White papers

▪ Benchmarking
(inducing competition
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Challenges: limited capacity and power
to directly implement solutions; spending
necessary funds can be politically
unpalatable

Potential target audience questions:

With so many pressing issues, can’t we just
wait a little longer on some of the bigger /
more expensive climate actions?

How might we make politically palatable
decisions that don’t alienate constituents?

What can we do about a lack of climate
regulations and investments by other levels
of government?

Neighbouring jurisdictions aren’t acting-
why should we?

How can we better support the private
sector in bringing low carbon
goods/services to market and scaling them?

How might we apply lessons learned from
other jurisdictions in Toronto and avoid
some of the mistakes early adopters made?

How can we meet the diverse needs and
priorities of the community (e.g., for
affordable housing, convenient transit,
abundant livelihood opportunities,
equitable and safe and thriving
neighbourhoods) while meeting the climate
imperative?

How might public funds/investment be
leveraged most effectively?

adjust to new mandates. Offer step programs
(voluntary to mandatory or tiered programs) and
communicate policy directionality.

You're stronger together; aggregating and scaling
climate action will require multijurisdictional
collaboration, policy standardization, and
investments in shared/ regional infrastructure.
Multi-city collectives/coalitions are a potential
source of lobbying strength for influencing higher
levels of government to enact necessary policy
change and levels of investments.

Public-private and quadruple helix partnerships
(academia, community groups, businesses, and
local government) offer avenues for accessing
and mobilizing capital, enhancing capacity, and
attending to the needs and priorities of key
stakeholders, and mitigating reputational risks to
large investments.

Complex challenges require multipronged and
multi-actor solutions. Deep and authentic
community engagement has never been more
important in the identification and
implementation of such solutions.

Climate solutions increasingly require the
Integration of mitigation and adaptation
priorities, as well as priorities for social equity,
affordability, and wellbeing, with Council needing
tools and approaches for reflecting integration in
their plans and decision-making processes.

and shame-avoidant
action)
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How might we more effectively
communicate progress and next steps on
advancing TransformTO?

Business community
(industry actors in the
building, waste,
energy and
transportation
sectors, financial
institutions, insurance
agencies)

Activities: investing, innovating, testing,
and bringing to market and scaling low
carbon goods and services. Also
employing workers.

Needs: reliable business cases, social
licence to operate, enabling regulations
and demonstrated business cases.
Skilled workforce.

Challenges: overcoming institutional
inertia, mobilizing capital for necessary
investments to make a low carbon
solution profitable

Potential target audience questions:

Climate change isn’t part of my business
plan, why should I act?

Do shareholders and consumers really
want climate solutions if they are more
expensive?

How might I make climate solutions more
cost effective and profitable?

How might I position or reconfigure my
business to withstand and even leverage
climate change issues, which are likely to
affect my business’, operations, and value
creation in the foreseeable future?

Governments don’t care or understand how
my business works, and don’t realize the

Climate change is one of the biggest risks facing
businesses, economies, and societies around the
world today, in terms of both likelihood and
severity of potential impact. The physical effects
of climate change are clearly evident, and these
have implications for a business’s strategy,
competitiveness, risk management, reputation,
and resilience.

Increasingly, shareholders are looking at climate
readiness and future proofing of businesses in
their investment decisions. You have a fiduciary
duty to act on climate change.

While consumers may not profess deep concern
about climate change, they inevitably care deeply
about the quality of their day-to-day lives, which
will be disrupted by climate change to some
extent (whether they admit it or not). Taking
action is a way of protecting your business and
positioning yourself as a leader with community
interest at heart.

Long view plans are needed to respond in a
timely fashion to the ways climate change might
affect your business: continuity of business
operations and supply chain interruptions;
changes in demand for products and services;
access to and cost of capital; access to and cost of
insurance; new capital expenditure
considerations; and inter-jurisdictional operating
complexity mergers, acquisitions, and
divestitures.

▪ Advisory meetings
supported by slide
decks

▪ Workshops targeting
key industry players

▪ Professional /
practitioner
conferences

▪ Business magazines
and reports

▪ LinkedIn

▪ Webinars
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regulatory barriers I face in trying to
advance solutions.

Beyond reducing my business’ carbon
footprint, what else can I do to support
climate action in my community ?

Local governments need to hear your pain points
to make the necessary regulatory changes (or
lobby higher levels of government to pass
supportive policies) and investments.
Businesses may need to become more involved
in workforce training to ensure they have access
to a workforce with the necessary skills for
supporting a low carbon transition. Funding
(re)training programs and working with groups
can be avenues to overcome the skills gap and
contribute to community benefits, thus
enhancing social license to operate.
Businesses can play an important role in
educating their clients / customers about low
carbon solutions, as well as shaping and sharing
climate-friendly narratives

Think Tanks (e.g.,
Pembina), research
community

Activities: research, knowledge
mobilization, convening, evaluating,
building capacity

Needs: robust relationships with private
sector and civil society, funding, effective
community-engaged approaches /
models, leading by example

Challenges: producing actionable
knowledge (high value for addressing
real world challenges and sustainability
issues), undertaking non-extractive
research, maintaining social legitimacy /
reputation

Potential target audience questions:

Where are the leading edge / knowledge
gaps in need of research?

Climate solutions that centre Indigenous
leadership and knowledges are needed and
underdeveloped

Climate solutions developed with and for
communities, particularly racialized, low income
and other historically marginalized communities
are needed, and have the highest chance of
attending to society’s greatest challenges.
Climate solutions must lead with social equity
and the expressed needs and priorities of the
communities and individuals they deem to help.

Beyond research, academia and think tanks can
play important roles in advancing climate actions
by convening diverse stakeholders, actors and
knowledge keepers, support experimentation
and piloting of solutions, evaluating action and
progress and building capacity of students for
applied research the capacity of organizations

▪ Peer reviewed papers/
journal articles

▪ Academic conferences

▪ Workshops

▪ UCAP activities
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How might research help to address
society’s greatest challenges (e.g., have a
high degree of relevance and applicability)

What other roles or values might the
research community play/have with respect
to advancing climate action?

How can our research approaches serve
rather than harm communities?

and local government for whom they might intern
or undertake a piece of research.

Transdisciplinary co-production, which involves
the deep involvement of community members in
all phases of the research, is one way of
undertaking less-extractive research.

Climate Champions
(residents and civil
society organizations)

Activities: running programs / projects,
fundraising, engaging constituents
largely at the neighbourhood / local scale

Needs: funding, capacity, political allies,
organizational sustainability

Challenges: overcoming / avoiding staff
burnout, organizational sustainability,
having voice heard, scaling up
interventions

Potential target audience questions:

How can we grow our capacity and ability
to serve our communities?

How can we access necessary funding and
resources to undertake programs as we
deem fit, without contorting our programs
to fit funders’ ideas of success?

Our group is small and focuses on our
neighbourhood- what is our value
proposition for contributing to
transformational change and low carbon
transition?

Partnerships are a pillar of transformational
climate action. Non-profit organizations and
grassroots groups can grow their capacity, access
resources, and increase their influence through
strategic and mutually beneficial partnerships-
with local government, private sector, and other
grassroots groups.

Increasingly philanthropic organizations are
shifting to trust-based giving approaches that lift
some of the burden of completing onerous
funding applications or reports and acknowledge
community-group’s leadership and expertise in
designing and leading programs. Civil society
groups should assert their leadership, push for
flexibility by funders, and work with them to
identify meaningful indicators of success.

Community-based organizations supply essential
social capital (trust-based relationships with
community members) and voice community
concerns and priorities. Such relationships
provide the connective tissue that enables
narratives to be transmitted and cultural change
to unfold.

Sustainability transitions and transformations
theories, systems-change, impact evaluation and

▪ Kitchen table
conversations

▪ Social media / blogs

▪ Webinars

▪ Non-profit gatherings
and communities of
practice
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How can we mobilize communities and be a
force for change?

What opportunities exist for scaling our
community / neighbourhood program up/
out/ deep?

scale-inflected theories of change (among others)
offer frameworks for mapping and understanding
avenues for scaling programs and deepening
impact.

Published paper and editorial

Drawing on insights from the student papers, the following communications products were created and published in
the journal Buildings & Cities.

Buildings & Cities, Special Collection: Transformational Climate Actions by Cities

Slater, K. R., Ventura, J., Robinson, J. B., Fernandez, C., Dutfield, S., & King, L. (2022). Assessing climate action progress of the
City of Toronto. Buildings and Cities, 3(1), 1059–1074. DOI: http://doi.org/10.5334/bc.248

Slater, K. and J. Robinson, (2023) Transformational climate actions by cities, Buildings and Cities, 4(1), 74–82. DOI:
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The following detailed case studies are drawn from the student projects and workshop proceedings and reflect concepts that
will be communicated to the City for further consideration and potentially advancement.

One Stop Shop

Description: A program that helps residents undertake low-carbon home retrofits and take advantage of rebates offered by
governments and utility providers. Not only does this act as an information hub for all climate action programs in a city, a
concierge service helps users navigate and access rebates, grants, and related goods and services. The one stop shop is a
gateway to incentive packages that include financial benefits and subsidies, and potentially convenience incentives (e.g., free,
or subsidized installation of a heat pump).

How it might work: the program connects homeowners to an “energy concierge” who helps residents understand all the
rebates available to them and aid them through other decisions in their energy retrofit journey. After participants fill out a
form with details about their home, goals, and the upgrades they’re pursuing, they’ll be contacted by the concierge to have a
one-on-one conversation about their home. Based on this, the homeowner will then get a report summarizing how to take the
next steps with their energy improvements. The concierge will also be available throughout the entire renovation process.

What’s needed? Bundles of incentives tailored to users that have a strong social equity lens and go beyond information and
small financial subsidies to remove as many barriers as possible associated with undertaking a home retrofit.

Where is this being trialed? The Capital Regional District in British Columbia is among several BC municipalities that has
launched energy concierge programs, the CRD’s is called the Home Energy Navigator Program, to help streamline upgrades to
single-family homes.

Why: Buildings are one of the few sources seeing an increase in greenhouse gas emissions locally, so stemming those is a
central part of most city’s plans to combat climate change.

What’s the value: This service helps homeowners make sense of the many home energy programs and rebates available to
them and get individualized support throughout a retrofit process. The program will help residents do home energy
evaluations, find contractors and quotes, apply for rebates and more.
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Potential drawbacks: This program targets individual homeowners who have the means to undertake a retrofit project. Even
with rebates, many lower-income residents are not able to afford a home retrofit, so there are equity dimensions that this
approach misses. Also, to achieve the necessary emissions reductions to achieve the net zero targets, an aggregated approach
is needed that scales and accelerates emissions reductions. Rather than sink resources into trying to change individual
homeowner behaviour, approaching building performance as an infrastructure spend issue could be a more effective
approach.

Generating Community Wealth for Thriving, Climate-Resilient Communities

Description: financial mechanisms, potentially overseen by a municipal “green” bank with social equity at its core, that help
communities that are most vulnerable to climate impacts benefit financially and socially from investments in climate action.
Community-scale projects are made financeable (e.g., through aggregation) so large financial institutions are able to invest in
them. To

How it might work: A suite of equity-focused financial products for advancing low carbon solutions and community wealth
would be operationalized under a green bank and/or through public private partnerships, diverse funding sources, diverse
financial products, market development, projects and objectives, good governance, and would embed mechanisms for
measuring and verifying social equity. Focus on bonds, philanthropic grants, and private investments when adding to their
initial capital. products such as co-investment loans, credit enhancements, warehouse loans, direct loans, or the specialized
loan programs PACE. An example of a single financial product might be a community bond for ESG-interested investors who
could invest in a community energy system or high-performance affordable housing project in a neighbourhood improvement
area (NIA) with half of the equity reinvested into the community (e.g., via a philanthropic organization or non-profit-led
community grant program).

What’s needed: key enablers include supportive/compelling narratives that bring people together (neighbourhood and city
scale), lateral and vertical social capital (partnerships, multi-sectoral collaborations) to enact change, and recognition of
community leadership, new evaluative measures (that capture things like community capacity), complementary policy bits and
pieces and tools (e.g., social and spatial mapping).

Where are community bonds and green banks being piloted? Some examples include London’s Mayor’s Energy Efficiency
Fund, Connecticut’s Green Bank, New York Green Ban, and Montgomery County Green Bank.
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Value of the approach: Financial products that focus on social equity and community wealth offer a way of returning social
environmental value to society, while strengthening community resilience to climate impacts. Green banks are able to scale
solutions by leveraging additional private capital at ratios as high as 8:1 and on average at ratios of 4:1. Large and small banks,
and the municipal, provincial, and federal governments would likely have the highest impact and influence on a potential
Toronto green bank.

What’s the value: Setting up a municipal green bank could better position cities to overcome the governance and operational
challenges they typically face for mainstreaming and scaling climate action while addressing other priorities for thriving
communities. while allowing it to scale solutions to get closer to investing the required capital to meet 2050 net zero targets.
how do we invest in a more equitable future?

Potential drawbacks: This kind of intervention will require a lot of work, and because it’s new, there will be bumps along the
road. It will require adaptations and learning, a need for tenacity to persevere and a strong political commitment.

Sample platforms

The following is a non-exhaustive list of potential platforms where the findings discussed here could be communicated with
target audiences in the research, social innovation, local government, and practitioner communities. Platforms and channels
and messaging should be carefully selected according to the target audience.

● Partner websites / webpages (SI Canada; TAF; City of Toronto; UCAP)
● Websites of organizations in partner networks (Pembina, Canada Green Building Council, Sustainable Buildings Council,

One Earth, Clean Air Partnership, The Centre for Active Transportation)
● Local government magazines (e.g., Municipal World)
● Journals (e.g., Journal of Climate Action, Research, and Policy; Buildings & Cities; Climate Action; Climate Research in

Action; Climate Action Hub; Pathways Alliance).
● Climate communications platforms for practitioners and lay audiences (Canada in a Changing Climate; Climate Institute;

Climate Initiatives Platform)
● Conferences and gatherings (Adams Sustainability Celebration at U of T, Low Carbon Workshop Series)
● Social media platforms (Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook) of partners and stakeholders
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Groups to Engage - Key Stakeholders and Sustainability and Climate Leaders by Sector

As we look ahead to sharing the findings with target audiences and engaging them in solutions-focused
conversations (e.g., via a low carbon workshop series), the following list comprises sectors and organizations
we will likely engage.

Business, Finance, Insurance

● Toronto Board of Trade
● Big Five Banks (TD, RBC, Montreal, Scotia, Canada

Imperial Bank of Commerce)
● IG Wealth Management
● Investors Group
● Toronto Invest Group
● ETC Invest
● Toronto Globe
● Manulife
● Citi
● State Street

● Sunlife
● J.P. Morgan
● Morgan Stanley
● Fidelity Investments
● Goldman Sachs
● Great-West Lifeco
● Fairfax Financial
● iA Financial
● Intact
● Desjardins
● Empire Life
● Co-operators

Buildings

● Multiplex
● Entuitive
● KingSett Capital
● Entuitive
● EQ Building Performance
● RDH
● Entuitive

● Dunsky
● Energy-Efficiency
● Hammerschlag & Joffe
● First Service Residential
● WSP
● RWDI
● Minto
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● Mantel Development
● Dream
● Sustainable Buildings Canada

● Dorsay Development Corp.
● BDP Quadrangle

Transportation

● Metrolinx
● TTC
● The Centre for Active Transportation
● Uber
● Lyft
● GOTransit
● Pearson International

● Toronto Islands Ferry
● Bike Share Toronto
● Zipcar
● Communauto Car Toronto
● Maven
● Enterprise CarShare
● Turo

Energy

● Ontario Sustainable Energy Association (OSEA)
● Canadian Urban Sustainability Practitioners (CUSP)

Network
● Ontario Network for Sustainable Energy Policy
● Quality Urban Energy Systems of Tomorrow (QUEST)

● Ontario Climate Consortium (OCC)
● Alectra
● Bullfrog Power
● Toronto Region Board of Trade
● Enbridge Gas
● Toronto Hydro

Waste

● Greenbelt Environmental Services
● We-Haul
● Junk it
● EMCO Disposal Bin Service
● Transfer Stations
● Garage Buddy

● Binners Waste Removal
● Junk Removal Toronto
● Toronto Food Policy Council
● Toronto Youth Food Policy Council
● Toronto Region Conservation Authority (TRA)
● Food Waste Hub
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Climate-focused grassroot, non-profit and/or civil society organizations

● Association for Canadian Educational Resources (ACER)
● Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment

(CAPE)
● Canadian Climate Challenge
● Citizens' Climate Lobby — Toronto Chapter
● Climate Action for Lifelong Learners
● Climate Change Toronto
● Climate Pledge Collective
● ClimateFast
● Community Resilience to Extreme Weather (CREW)
● Council of Canadians (Toronto chapter)
● David Suzuki Foundation
● Drawdown Toronto
● Ecologos/Water Docs
● Enviromentum
● Etobicoke Climate Action
● For Our Grandchildren
● For Our Kids
● Fridays For Future Toronto
● Green 13
● Green Majority
● Green Neighbours 21
● Green Thumbs Growing Kids
● Green Wave West 
● Greenpeace Canada
● Inwit
● Just Earth

● Kids Right To Know & Gen-Earth Event
● Leap U of T
● Metstrat
● MobilizeTO
● Music Declares Emergency Canada
● Naturopathic Doctors for Environmental and Social Trust
● Noor Cultural Centre
● Ontario Clean Air Alliance
● Our Place Initiative
● Parkdale-Highpark 4 Climate Action
● People's Climate Movement
● Project Neutral
● Rethink Sustainability
● Rise To Zero
● Saint Aidan’s Anglican Church In The Beach
● Seniors Climate Action Now
● StopPlastics
● Sustainability and Environmental Justice Portfolio @

Engineers Without Borders University of Toronto
● T.O. the Good Swap
● TTCriders
● The Climate Reality Project
● Toronto East End Climate Collective
● Toronto Environmental Alliance
● Toronto350
● Transition Toronto
● Women's Healthy Environments Network (WHEN)
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Research Agenda

With no time to lose in advancing bold climate action, there are many important roles the research community can plan. These
include providing clear evidence that serves to reassure and persuade policymakers and other leaders, and identify the
processes and steps needed for radical change. Research can help overcome institutional silos and inertia through action
research, facilitation, alliance-building, giving voice to marginalized communities, identifying and mitigating risks, and many
more avenues. Finally, research can help develop and test new positive visions, imaginaries, narratives for living in cities. This
section identifies apparent gaps in the research and suggestions for a future research agenda for future CEL student cohorts
and the broader research community.

CEL Student Research and Ideas for Projects

The following is a list of potential topics for future CEL projects to explore in each emission producing sector, which builds on
the insights and gaps emerging from the student research. This list also aligns with the Environment and Climate Division’s
(ECD) research priorities:

Cross-cutting

▪ BIPOC-led solutions and intersectional priorities in change making and climate agendas. Exploring and deepening
differentiated climate action approaches for equity-denied individuals/groups are needed.

▪ Indigenous climate action engagement.

▪ Mechanisms and approaches for important climate action enablers (e.g., for advocacy, partnerships). For instance,
frameworks for relational approaches, like how to broker and maintain partnerships, effective networks, especially with
other levels of government over the long run would be valuable.

▪ Leverage points for systems-change with an exploration of how to accelerate social and technological innovation and
uptake of those solutions

▪ and triggers for regulatory change (strategic, tactical, and relational approaches for stronger regulations)
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▪ Hybrids / synergies/ integrated approaches (climate adaptation and mitigation, natural assets and asset management
approaches, carbon budgeting)

▪ Decision-making approaches in the face of trade-offs, contestations, unpopular choices. Competing priorities,
populism, and misinformation. Approaches for proceeding in the face of uncertainty (de-risking the future).

▪ Exploring opportunities for leveraging climate risk financial disclosures for capital mobilization.

▪ Collective impact climate initiative

▪ Learning from pandemic re: behaviour change (e.g., how to trigger new norms)?

▪ Impact of COVID on climate action & priorities?

▪ Targeted communication of necessity of climate action to key audiences

Buildings

▪ Legal avenues and regulations (e.g., making GHG emissions performance targets mandatory)

▪ Baselines for SFH and MURB building performance

▪ Communicating “net-zero”

▪ Business case for deep retrofits verification of incentive levels. Appropriate incentive levels and types, how to
effectively target and taper incentives over time.

▪ Small business electrification pilot

▪ Qualitative Benefits of Green & Cool Roofs

▪ Evaluating sector specific challenges in MURBs justifying loans

▪ Policy Recommendations and Incentivizing Biodiverse Green Roofs

▪ Supporting deep retrofits in MURBs

Transportation
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▪ Life Cycle assessment of EVs

▪ Assessment of anticipated technology changes in EVs & charging stations

▪ Exploration of e-micro mobility options & accessibility

▪ Feasibility study of a Transportation Demand Management (TDM) pilot

▪ Expected GHG emissions reduction of active transportation infrastructure

▪ Active and Safe School Travel research

Waste

▪ Jurisdictional scan of circular economy pilots

▪ Identification of useful circular economy targets and indicators and approaches for monitoring and evaluation

▪ Lessons from zero waste communities with recommendations for increasing waste diversion

▪ Scan of industrial ecology models and feasibility of applicability to Toronto

Broader Research Community

Leveraging its unique capabilities for research (e.g., supplying much needed empirical studies of climate solutions), convening,
experimenting, evaluating, and building capacity, the research community can play multiple roles in facilitating the kinds of
alliances and research agendas described above. Across these functions, this editorial recommends applying a
transdisciplinary co-production approach that engages and respects the knowledge, wisdom, and experiences of diverse
academic and non-academic actors to expose and tackle multifarious aspects of the climate challenge. Deepening
understanding of how to undertake research in ways that are reciprocal and non-extractive should inform this research
agenda, with evaluation efforts supporting ongoing reflexivity and learning. Building on a current research agenda of critiquing
and evaluating climate policy and interventions, researchers might deepen exploration of opportunities for lending capacity to
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societal actors in pursuit of climate solutions (e.g., opportunities for community-engaged research programs, exchanges, and
university–city–civil society partnerships).
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CONCLUSION

This report details the process and results of synthesizing 40 student research reports derived from multiple University of
Toronto community-engaged learning courses.

From the synthesis, common themes emerged regarding jurisdictional climate leaders (i.e., those most frequently scanned)
contextual factors, bundled components of transformative climate action, as well as common obstacles and opportunities for
action. The synthesis also revealed some gaps in the research out of which a future research agenda for future CEL student
cohorts and the broader research community is proposed.

Finally, this report identifies opportunities and approaches for communicating insights born of these projects, who to engage
next, and how to further develop top ideas into concrete actions.
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APPENDICES

Bullets of Findings - for PowerPoints

Insights

Jurisdictional Leaders and Most Frequently Scanned:
● Vancouver, BC
● New York City, NY
● San Francisco, CA
● London, UK
● Seattle, WA
● Copenhagen, DK
● Washington, DC
● Oslo, NO
● Paris, FR

Policy and Political Context
● Municipalities across the globe are turning to very similar policy instruments to promote EV uptake, retrofits, waste

diversion
● Limited jurisdictional scope is a major barrier. Weak provincial and federal regulations (e.g., vehicle registrations,

building code) pose significant barriers to climate action. More work on how to effectively lobby, influence, and partner
with other levels of government to strengthen regulations would be valuable. Alignment creates a powerful moment to
act, a “window of opportunity”

● There is a need for cities to understand their own jurisdictional fiscal and institutional capacity and enlist federal and
provincial help where possible.

● Technology and practices for the material design of energy efficient buildings, vehicles, waste systems already exist, but
need regulation, financing, and uptake (i.e., by way of narratives) to become the norm.

● Political difficulties (mandating unpopular actions like density, a low emission car zone or pedestrian only zone, bike
lanes) and fiscal realities of municipal governance are other barriers to overcome. The City should be realistic and
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tactical about which policy options it chooses to pursue in order to use funds efficiently, avoid jurisdictional disputes,
and mitigate community backlash.

● There is a need for appointment of more civil society experts and inclusion of other stakeholders, notably residents and
equity-denied groups in decision-making processes

● The coming years will see changes in the costs, standards, and architecture of Toronto’s residential construction
industry. If building standards are properly defined, coordinated well, phased-in, and enforced, the market will grow
and adapt

● Important to give industry advance notice of coming regulations
● Privacy and data sharing (b/w levels of government, public and private) are challenges

Fiscal Instruments, Incentives, Leveraging Capital
● Primacy of financial incentives. Incentives or policies which address the relative financial costs of EVs, or retrofits are by

far the most effective. Upfront financial incentives work better than back-end ones. Consumers are known to value
smaller-sooner rewards over larger-later rewards.

● Other kinds of incentives can also be effective (free / priority parking spots) BUT only if they are well cross promoted /
communicated and combined in a comprehensive package of solutions

● Bulk buying has shown some success in reducing costs (solar setups, heat pumps, EV chargers) but requires
multi-stakeholder commitments and other supports (e.g., installation).

● Municipal green bank

Economic Implications of Climate Action & Co-Benefits
● Importance of quantifying climate risk and benefits of action (the latter requires costing of co-benefits
● Training programs (e.g., trades) are a way of addressing labour shortages and realizing co-benefits
● Nascent markets (e.g., textile waste) requires cautious involvement and partnering

Multi-prong Solutions
● Targeted approaches, (policy, financial and engagement “packages”) are needed to ensure equity-denied communities

are not left behind or even harmed by “green” policies and these should be accompanied by engagement mechanisms
and evaluation frameworks to ensure they meet needs.

● A suite of “multi prong” solutions that cut across multiple domains helps to scale climate action. This necessitates
involvement by multiple city departments and sectors and often levels of government (e.g., EV uptake is conditioned by
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density of charging infrastructure network and relatedly urban density and should be accompanied by investments in
and promotion of active mobility options and public transportation).

● When solutions are not coordinated as suites, myriad solutions can however impose a heavier cognitive load on
residents. Having concierges to help navigate options could be valuable, with a need for close attention to user-level
experience. Top down and bottom-up coordination is needed to avoid confusion.

● Alternatively, shifting solutions away from individuals or individual households, as in the case of big spending on
infrastructure like roads, would remove many of the barriers and costs of trying to socialize solutions. Rather than
convincing and incentivizing homeowners to install a heat pump for example, a wholesale effort by the City to mandate
and methodically install heat pumps in all buildings would be more effective and ensure the action happened at the
pace and scale needed to realize the TransformTO goal of retrofitting close to half a million buildings by 2030.

Partnerships
● Scope and scale of climate challenges requires multi-sectoral, multi-level government solutions in turn necessitating

partnerships (cost sharing, richness of ideas and accountability)

Community Engagement & Communication
● There is a need for appointment of more civil society experts and inclusion of other stakeholders, notably residents and

equity-denied groups in decision-making processes
● The coming years will see changes in the costs, standards, and architecture of Toronto’s residential construction

industry. If building standards are properly defined, coordinated well, phased-in, and enforced, the market will grow
and adapt

● Understanding and communicating the co-benefits of climate action is vital. There is a need for tools that enable
quantification/ costing of such values to build them into cases for support.

Data Availability, Integration, Monitoring and Evaluation
● There is a need for evaluation approaches and monitoring systems that are user-friendly (accessible), integrate various

values, inform decision-making and enable the communication of progress
● Understanding and communicating the co-benefits of climate action is vital. There is a need for tools that enable

quantification/ costing of such values to build them into cases for support
● Evaluation that supports learning is essential for streamlining and improving current climate action programs and for

assessing their address of equity (e.g., there is a need for social equity indicators)
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Obstacles / Barriers
● Jurisdictional limitations
● Cost and lack of dedicated funding pool (e.g., to finance retrofits)
● Lack of coordination/governance challenges (b/w City depts., with other levels of government, across sectors)
● Limited capacity / operational challenges (of City)
● Limited risk acceptability (e.g., re: energy cost savings payback window, loan defaults)
● Lack of awareness / understanding of solutions
● Privacy, data sharing
● Inconvenience of change / systemic inertia
● Social norms, mental models
● Lack of certainty & inability to predict the future
● Lack of skilled labour (contractors, assessors)
● Difficulty quantifying or communicating benefits
● Nascent markets, supply chain challenges
● Competing priorities (affordability, COVID); politicization of priorities (rise of populism

Opportunities / Enablers
● Regulatory change
● Financial and social incentives
● Public–private, multi-sectoral, multi-level government partnerships (for cost sharing, coordinated action, capacity

building)
● Community engagement; resident-informed policy and oversight (tools and approaches for embedding

TD-co-production in city programs, engaging missing perspectives (Indigenous, racialized, low income, newcomers,
non-English speakers), improving convenience and multi-solving

● Workforce / skills development (realizes co-benefits and solves key barrier)
● Values-based, targeted communication strategies for reaching key audiences
● Accessible, easy to understand information at transition points (labels, rating systems, guidebooks)
● Social embedded solutions that are responsive to real needs (convenient, affordable, align with values)
● Integrated and accessible data collection for real-time monitoring, program streamlining / improvements/learning, and

more informed and transparent decision-making
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● Evaluation approaches for measuring social equity and co-benefits
● Integrated climate solutions that necessitate coordination b/w City depts
● Aggregated approaches are needed to achieve scale
● Multi-prong solutions (packages of policy, financial, infrastructure and education tactics-> “social practice informed”)
● Attention to and targeted solutions for equity-denied groups; Indigenous-led
● Phased approaches that give market time to react (voluntary to mandatory measures)
● Quantification and costing of risks and impacts of climate change and benefits of climate action
● Mechanisms for better anticipating the future and designing for complexity (scenarios and decision-making tools, pilots

for testing solutions, evaluation)
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Workshop plan
Prioritizing Transformational Climate Actions

Backcasting Workshop
January 16, 2022

TIME (2 hr. hybrid workshop + lunch)

Zoom: https://munkschool-utoronto-ca.zoom.us/j/91379388763?pwd=SUhFbjRjT1NOQllIV2RZbkRXQlJUQT09

Meeting ID: 913 7938 8763 Passcode: 444343
Room 208N, Munk School, 1 Devonshire Pl

Miro: https://miro.com/app/board/uXjVP3iy0-I=/

Workshop objectives
· Inform participants (City staff, SI Canada) of Mitacs project + progress, objectives
· Review actions & recommendations drawn from student projects
· Choose top priority actions and recommendations
· Guide participants through a backcasting exercise to determine how one of those actions / recommendations could best be

implemented
· Evaluate this approach to exploring implementation issues
· Identify next steps, and additional actions to pursue this agenda
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Detailed Agenda

TIMING ITEM DESCRIPTION
10:00 – 10:10 AM WELCOME

Land acknowledgement
Review workshop
purpose and agenda
Introductions (30
seconds)

RSVPs
ECD (Cecilia Fernandez,
Stewart Dutfield
TAF (Mary Pickering)
SI Canada (Jo Reynolds, Andrea
Nemtin)
John
Kim

(if meeting by Zoom) **RECORD MEETING
Make John a co host

S1: Title
● Welcome, thank you for your time, energy, and ideas

S2.Land acknowledgement:
● We acknowledge the land we are meeting on is the

traditional territory of many nations including the
Mississaugas of the Credit, the Anishnabeg, the
Chippewa, the Haudenosaunee and the Wendat
peoples and is now home to many diverse First
Nations, Inuit and Métis. We also acknowledge that
Toronto is covered by Treaty 13 with the Mississaugas
of the Credit.

S3. Gratitude
● I’d like to acknowledge with gratitude the funding we

received for this 8-month project from Mitacs. I’d also
like to express gratitude for the efforts of SI Canada to
secure the funding and provide incredible learning
offerings that deepen my understanding of social
innovation. A big thanks to our partners at the City
and TAF and to John Robinson

S4. Purpose / Agenda
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● Offer a recap of Mitacs project objectives and progress
● Review actions and recommendations drawn from

student projects
● Choose top priority action(s) /recommendation(s)
● Move through a backcasting exercise to determine

how one of those actions / recommendations could
best be implemented

● Evaluate this approach to exploring implementation
issues

● Identify next steps, and additional actions to pursue
this agenda

Questions
● I think we mostly know one another, but let’s take a

moment to introduce ourselves and our organization.

(If meeting by Zoom) Explain we will be recording for our own review,
and will delete afterwards

Introductions
• Round of introductions: please take 30 sec to

introduce yourself and your organization

10:10 – 10:25 AM PROJECT OVERVIEW
· Mitacs project

objectives,
approach, outcomes

· Ideas
· Questions

Project Objectives + Approach (3 ppt slides)
• What – harvest and share lessons and insights from CEL

(GLA2029+GLA2000Y/H) project reports
• Why – to derive value from student research by synthesizing,

evaluating and prioritizing transformation climate actions,
- to test and evaluate this backcasting approach to exploring
implementation issues for TTO
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• How – literature review, document analysis and synthesis,
evaluation and backcasting workshop

S5. Overview
● The project objective was to harvest and share

insights drawn from student research on U of T’s
database of sustainability projects) and move some of
the most potent ideas off of the page and into the
world. Most of the projects under review were
produced by Master’s students in a
community-engaged learning course called
Sustainability in the World: A Living Lab Course, run by
John Robinson. In these courses, typically in groups of
4 or 5, the students acted as researcher-consultants,
meeting regularly with their “clients” at the City and
TAF and undertaking research (e.g., jurisdictional, and
environmental scans) that identifies low carbon and
equity-based solutions for advancing the TransformTO
goals.

● Over the past few months, I’ve been summarizing and
synthesizing the findings of 40 reports, developing a
published paper for the journal buildings and cities,
creating case studies that draw on findings, and
identifying top recommendations. Some of this work is
presented in the workshop brief you received in
advance of this workshop, with a final report to follow.

Projects:
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● 40 projects synthesized
● 35 I-page case studies created
● 2 in-depth case studies created
● 1 paper published in Buildings & Cities
● 1 backcasting workshop to move actions /

recommendations off of the page and into the
world

● 1 final report containing the above + suggestions
for next steps

S6. Ideas (see brief for details)
1. One stop shop (info hub + concierge service with

packages of financial + convenience incentives)
2. Net zero retrofit roadmaps + tech primers (mandate

or incentivize owners conducting energy audits and
tune-ups)

3. Equity-focused training program for contractors (heat
pump install + ambassadors) via a public-private or
quadruple helix partnership (city / TAF/ union /
building industries / TCBN / Humber / U of T)

4. Bulk purchasing program (heat pumps, EV bikes) +
partnership

5. EV sharing economy venture – launch peer-to-peer
platform to allow EV drivers to sell the use of their
at-home charging stations to the public on a per
charge basis.

6. Parking cash out and commuter benefits laws
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7. Social equity indicators and monitoring / evaluation
embedded in all climate programs

8. Systematic data collection (bike counts, retrofits
undertaken, pollinator garden experience,
neighbourhood energy use /competition, asset
management) + communications to build awareness

9. Legal and organizing strategies for pressuring the
Provincial government to strengthen Building Code,
broaden grid electrification, phase out natural gas etc.

10.Municipal green bank with a range of financial
products to support green infrastructure +
equity-targeted lending and granting schemes
supporting lower income folks in retrofitting their
dwellings

Note core components / supports of each idea:
● Regulation
● Financing
● Data collection
● Evaluation
● Communications
● Partnership

Questions (5 min)
10:25 - 10:35 AM SELECT IDEAS TO DIVE INTO

TODAY
Invitation to add/tweak ideas

● 3 minutes to add new/tweak ideas

Roundtable vote of which idea to explore today
● 7 minutes to choose one idea
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10:35 – 10:55 AM BACKCASTING SESSION #1 Backcasting 101
● Introduce backcasting exercise (why, what, how,

including rules for the exercise)
● Review TTO target / goals for 2040

Step 1: “Paint a picture of 2040”
● “Paint a picture of what (each of) the idea(s)

optimally looks like in 2040 (focus on the outcomes
and impact each idea is having in the future)”

● Open discussion captured by Kim in Miro
● What must be in place, so these 1-3 ideas help us

meet the TTO goals?
● What positive and negative trends or factors (i.e.,

political-economic-social-technological-legal-enviro
nmental) will these ideas need to be responsive to?

● Open discussion
10:55 -11:00 AM BREAK *Prompt remote participants (Mary + Jo) to put in food order to UberEats
11:00 – 11:45 AM BACKCASTING SESSION #2 Step 2: “How do we get there?”

● Focus on the necessary steps and inputs
(investments, funding, resources), processes, and
outputs

● Question prompts:
o What obstacles and opportunities can we

anticipate encountering along the way?
o What new/modified governance arrangements

are needed? (e.g., new gov’t agency, private
sector coalition, partnerships etc.)
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o How do we engage and center leadership of
those missing from today’s conversation
(private sector and civil society, citizens at large)

o How will we know we’re on the right path?
(signposts)

● Open discussion
● Use Miro board to visualize steps and capture

ideas (Kim to take notes)
11:45- 11:55 AM NEXT STEPS Questions for the group

● Is this a useful approach to exploring
implementation issues?

● If so, how best can we pursue it (e.g., CAG?)
● Who else should be part of the process?
● How should we share the results of the synthesis

and this workshop?
11:55 AM – 12:00
PM

WRAP-UP Wrap-up
● Summary of what we heard today
● Thank you
● How + when you’ll hear from us next

*End recording if on Zoom
12:00 – 1:00 PM LUNCH Informal conversation

· Return to unanswered questions
· Kim to capture discussion points

FINISH Clean up, lock room
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One-Page Summaries of Student Projects

The project summaries are available on Canva, from where the summaries can shared on social media, and also below:

https://www.canva.com/design/DAFV-YXoMEg/uYJofA0xJMkKe0u4TZ4ZTg/view?utm_content=DAFV-YXoMEg&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link2&utm_source=sharebutton









































































